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"What do celebrities & influential leaders believe in?" As you know, celebrities and influential
leaders are role models for young and old generations, and they can influence society and impact the
world negatively and positively. Spiritual leader and multi-award-winning life coach Asim Aliloski
has seen that successful people on top of their game have been searching for a higher power.
Oprah Winfrey has been very candid about the differences between her spirituality and her Christian religion. In 2015,
Winfrey went to Stanford University to speak on spiritual practice. "I'm not telling you what to believe or who to believe, or
what to call it," said Winfrey. "But there is no full life, no fulfilled or meaningful, sustainably joyful life without a connection
to the spirit." Nevertheless, is there a definition of God that everybody can relate to? According to spiritual coach Asim
Aliloski, God is Eternal Love, Light and Power, and we human beings can embody these higher qualities when we commit to
our spiritual evolution. Since 26, Asim has had several spiritual awakenings that have led him to natural states of total divine
bliss and oneness. "This may appear to be instant enlightenment, but it is not." According to Asim, these enlightened states
resulted from his decades-long commitment to inner healing, shadow work, and spiritual practice. Also, Emma Watson said,
"My interest in meditation was born of a curiosity for Buddhism. I started being interested in a literary way, but I realised that
reading books wasn't enough – that you have to practice for it to work. So, I started it, and I love it!"
Brad Pitt is talking about "we're all connected."

People magazine asked Angelina Jolie what she learned about spirituality from filming her 2014 film "Unbroken", which the
late war hero Louis Zamperini inspired. "I don't know if there's a name for that -- religion or faith -- just that there's something
greater than all of us, and it's uniting and beautiful," Jolie said. Also, her ex-husband Brad Pitt opened up about his
spirituality in a GQ cover story and touched on his evolution regarding believing in a higher power. "I found myself coming
back to just belief in — I hate to use the word spirituality, but just believe that we're all connected," he said. Spiritual leader
Asim Aliloski says true spirituality is about awakening your power and aligning it with higher values of love, peace and unity.
It has nothing to do with hell or heaven if you behave a certain way.

When looking at the everyday practices of successful entrepreneurs, meditation is the one that everyone agrees on. Billionaire
businessman Ray Dalio credits his entire career and wealth to the power of transcendental meditation and mindfulness
practice every day. Other CEOs such as the founder of Def Jam records, Russell Simmons, former Yahoo executive Jeff
Weiner and deceased Apple guru Steve Jobs have been known for their spiritual propensity.

It is obvious why more successful people are keen on exploring their divine nature. Asim Aliloski thinks that the need for a
greater power becomes stronger with a higher career ladder. "Sometimes you need God as your co-pilot because you can't
handle everything by yourself when you get on top of your game", says Asim. His mission is to help people eliminate the
separation between them and the Divine and deepen a healthy relationship with God.

Bio Asim Aliloski – Multi-award-winning spiritual
business & life coach
Asim Aliloski is a best-selling author, spiritual leader, and multi-awardwinning business and life coach from Austria. He has been named one of
Forbes Magazine's Top 10 Business Coaches 2022, Brainz Magazine's
Global 500 Influential, HRD's 101 Most Fabulous Coaches in the World
2020, Kosmo Magazine's Top 50 Influential Leaders, and Influence
Digest's Top 20 Business Coaches.

Asim is admired for his exceptional coaching style and ability to assist
business owners and aspiring entrepreneurs in achieving bottom-line
results. He has worked with business leaders, celebrities, and creatives to
maximize the power of consciousness and deepen a healthy relationship
with the Divine.

The native Viennese with Greek-Macedonian-Albanian origins combines
elements from ancient Greek philosophy with universal spirituality and
professional coaching in his work. His ancestors come from a Balkan
region known as a stronghold for Sufism. www.asimaliloski.com
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